Exterior:

( ) House numbers are to be at least 3 inch numbers mounted on the house.
( ) Gutters and downspouts secured properly to house. Splash back at each downspout.
( ) Guard rails secure, steady, not missing any spindles. (porches, decks, landings, steps more than 30 inches above ground level.
( ) Hand rails are secure, sturdy. Steps with four or more risers 1 1/4 to 2 5/8 inches in diameter, 30 to 38 inches high. No less than 1 1/2 inches between the handrail and the wall.
( ) Sidewalk, driveway, apron are to be kept in a proper state of repair and maintained free from hazardous conditions.
( ) Ground fault receptacles (GFCI's) test and insure they trip and loose power.
( ) Paint is in good condition, not peeling, no untreated wood exposed.
( ) Siding is secure and painted if not aluminum or vinyl. No missing pieces.
( ) Yard is free of trash, grass cut, brush/weeds not over grown.
( ) Soffit/Fascia is secure.
( ) Exterior Doors open and close with ease. Proper weather stripping.

Interior:

( ) Receptacles are secure in electrical boxes, plates in place and working properly.
( ) Switches are secure in electrical boxes, plates in place and working properly.
( ) Electrical connections in junction boxes with plates in place.
( ) Ground fault receptacles (GFCI's) test and insure they trip and lose power.
( ) Electrical Panel needs cover and no missing blanks.
( ) Faucets work and do not drip.
( ) Kitchen sink needs strainers in drains (even if garbage disposal is place) garbage disposal functioning properly if present.
( ) Bathroom/Powder room sink needs a pop-up in drain.
( ) Tub/Shower drain needs a strainer.
( ) Attached Garage wall (s) that touch living areas must be sheet rocked and taped, if wall (s) not rocked to roof line or room above, ceiling must be rocked and taped.
( ) Heater/Water heater venting should be inclined towards the vent stack. (n/a to forced vented units, plastic vent piped).
( ) Gas pipe — rigid pipe into the appliances, drip leg before each appliance.
( ) Heater emergency shut off switch must have red plate labeled “Burner Emergency Shut Off Switch”.
( ) Dryer Vent flex pipe secured to dryer and rigid pipe exhaust to exterior.
( ) Carbon monoxide detector must be within 10 feet of all sleeping areas.
( ) Smoke Detectors – At least 1 on each level, not including attic 1 within 10 feet of all sleeping areas.
( ) Interior Doors should open and close with ease.
( ) Windows must operate, lock and stay in place when opened. Glass should not be broken or cracked.
( ) Bathroom Ventilation – must have working window and/or vent fan.

If buyer is buying the property "as is", we will need a notarized letter from them describing the details to the as is purchase and that they are aware of any issues with the property. No Certificate will be issued without this.